
 

 

 

 

CHAPTER I 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A.   Background of the Study 

In daily life, people try to express their ideas, their feelings and their

experiences as ones kind of ways to explain their meaning to the others and 

the language can be used to conduct it. The song as a branch of arts cannot be 

separated from language, because it is constructed out of language. As a

subject at schools or colleges, the work of art distinctly different from

scientific else, for example Biology, history, physics etc. There is difference

between the work of art and scientific language.

Briefly, scientific language must be grammatically correct. It’s also

easy to be translated into other languages, so that anyone will be able to

understand what the author trying to say (in scientific language) easier. On

the other hands, scientific language raises only one meaning for its readers.

While language in the work of arts is like paint in art painting. Both  of them 

are elements, or tools creating the expression human feeling. It necessary for

listener especially Indonesian people to comprehend the content of the



English songs. It has “more value” than the elements or the tools it self. The 

language of the song must be very beautiful, compact and artistic so that it

gives the of meaning it’s self. Although it has rules.

According to Griffee(1995:3), songs have elements in common with

speech and poetry, but they are a unique form. Both songs and speech are 

vocally produced, are linguistically meaningful and have melody. Both songs

and poetry use words to convey meaning, both are usually written down

before publication, both can be put to music and both be listened to (e.g.: a 

poetry reading for poems and a correct for songs). Nevertheless, songs have 

their own identity and they function differently from speech or poetry.  It is

possible to note at least three  features of song: (1) Song convey a lower

amount of information than poetry, even though poetry can be heard, we

usually read it, which permits longer and more clause information. (2) Song

has more redundancy than poetry. Song achieve redundancy by devices such

as the borrowing of lines from other songs, proverbs, catch phrases and cliché 

as well as alliteration. It is this high degree of redundancy that makes songs

sound so simple, especially when compared to the complexity and subtlety of

poetry. The simplicity of songs is heard for a short time; simplicity,

redundancy and certain    expectedness  contribute to our  understanding. 

(3) Song has a personal quality that makes the listener react as if the song

were being song for the listener personality. We are joined through the direct 

quality of the song words (unlike a movie actor in a film, talking to another 

actor) to the singer and through the singer to others in the audience even if we 



are at home rather that at a concert. Thus songs have socially unifying feature 

for the selected audience. Songs create their own world of feeling and

emotion, and as we participate in the song, we participate in the world it

creates.

Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes that composition

in writing lyrics of song is using cohesion devices when the ideas are

transferred in language as a lyric or text by paraphrasing. It is a necessary

discussion and clarification to understand a thought or an idea without

changing its meaning from the composer.

Oshima and Hoque (1999:18)  say that unity means a paragraph is just 

only discuss one main idea, the main idea is stated in the topic sentence, and 

then each and every supporting sentence develops that idea. And coherence

means that a paragraph easy read and understand because (1) supporting

sentences are in same kind of logical order and (2) the ideas are connected by 

the use of appropriate transition signals. Meanwhile Warren (1985:17) says

coherence established relationships and relationship en hence meaning and

enrich understanding. Thus by. Wheeler and Richard (1970:35) say coherence

is the quality of binding together, the holding power, the attraction that one

sentence holds for another so that the entire paragraph becomes a tightly knit 

unit. As clearly they add the examples, namely:

The albacore are beginning to run. In Montana, it often snows in 

August. Freud created a revolution in the way we view the human 

mind. Grammar seems to be a dull subject. 



The example above is group of sentence, does not seem a paragraph. 

The albacore are beginning to run. However, In Montana, it often 

snows in August. That is why Freud created a revolution the way 

we view the human mind. Grammar seems to be a dull subject. (A 

paragraph written by a mad person) 

The example above, though it’s extremely strange, does seem a bit more like 

a real paragraph. Words and phrases such as however, that is way and there 

fore make us feel that the writer of the paragraph was trying to make us see 

connections even though we remain puzzled. In fact, transitional words and

phrases (such as however, thus, moreover on the other hand, therefore and 

others) help create paragraph coherence. And so do pointing words such as

this and that, here and there, these and those and others.

Songs with the lyrics or texts which has the unity idea is the one of the 

reasons why readers or hearers especially whose its language texts are

different from the language texts in the books and magazine sometimes find

many difficulties in understanding them. Readers not deny this problem in

order to understanding how the song means.

Considering how important it is to understand the central idea is

arranged by coherence sentence of each couplets from the song, the writer

wants to analyze the cohesion devices of the lyrics or texts in songs,

especially in the songs of Michael Learns To Rock (MLTR) Group Music’s 

from Denmark, England.



B. Literature Review 

This part will discuss about the previous research from the others.

Stated by Kuswantoro (2002:4) that to prove the originality of this study, the 

writer presents the previous research. The previous research which deal with

the language songs was done by the student of Muhammadiyah University of

 Surakarta. There are three researchers  whose have studied about language

songs, but as the notably of their research was discussed about the figurative 

language. The previous research was done by Setyaningsih(1997), with her

thesis  “A Descriptive Analysis on the language  Use in Jon Bon Jovi’s

Songs”. She observed  the language Style Based on Simile, Rhetoric and

Structure”. In her research, she had found many kind of language used in Jon 

Bon Jovi’s Song, namely Personification, Prolepsis, Allegory, Hyperbole,

Repetition, Histenon, Paradox, Protenon, Anastrophe, Euphemism, Simile,

Chiasmus, Epzeuksis, Allusion, Paradox, Sinisme, Irony, Antithesis, Climax,

Rhetoric, Anaphora, Oxymoron,and Ephistraphora. She describes the process

percentage pf language style which found in Jon Bon Jovi’s songs. The

second research was done by Ita Mardiana (1999), with her title “A

Descriptive Analysis on Figurative Language in English Song by Mariah

Carry”. She discussed their use of figurative language in Mariah Carry’s

songs. In her research, she had found that figurative often used in Mariah

Carry songs are Personification, Metaphor, Simile, Symbolism,and Allusion.

She also used the percentage of each figurative language which been found in

Mariah Carry’s songs. (Kuswantoro 2002:4). The later research was done by



Roni Kuswantoro (2002), with his tittle “A Study on Connotative Meaning of

Language Used in Scorpion’s Song”. He also discussed the near same matter 

with figurative language namely connotative meaning. He found more

connotative meaning than denotative meaning, namely: Being, Cosmic,

Energy, Substantiated, Terrestrial, Object, Living, Animate and Human in

Scorpion’s Songs.

From the previous research above, actually   there is not the urgent

differentiation because the each discussed the language song deal with the

figurative meaning, so it is not differentiates far from   connotative meaning,

meanwhile this study is very different far from them, This study is not

correlated from them in case the topic discussion but there is correlation on

language songs. This study refers to the composition of writing features

which is deal with cohesion  devices.  

C. Research Problem 

 The Research Problem concerns with:

1. What are the cohesion  devices used by MLTR Group of music’s in song

lyrics writing?

2. How are the cohesion  devices support  the couplet coherence? 

D. Objective of the Study 

The objective of This study are:

1. To clarify the cohesion  devices employed in lyric’s of  MLTR in lyric of

MLTR  songs.

2. To clarify the way the cohesion  devices support the couplet coherence.



E. Benefit of the Study 

The Benefit of The Study that are expected by the writer are:

1. This study will be useful for the listeners or the readers in understanding

the song which contain coherence in each couplet and they are related to 

the main topic on song.

2. This study will be useful for English students to have broader knowledge

about cohesion devices that are widely used in understanding the song.

3. This study will be useful  for academic  to have broader knowledge about 

good writing requires the ability  to write good sentences and to organize 

them logically into paragraphs and essays. 

This study will be contribution for the writers lyrics of song about

cohesion  devices which important to attention in writing. 

F. Paper Organization 

     This Thesis consists of five chapters. They are:

Chapter I is Introduction, dealing with: Background of The Study, Literature

Review, Research Problem, Objective of The Study, Benefit of The Study,

and Paper Organization; Chapter II is Review of Related Theories, concerns

with Review on Coherence, Review on Music; Chapter III is Research

Method, describes Function of the Research Method,, Population, Sampling

and Sample, The Technique of Collecting Data and Data Analysis; Chapter IV

is Research Finding and Discussion; and Chapter V is Conclusion and

Suggestion.


